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by Frof. Rumen lvanov Stamatov
Varna Free University "Chernorizets Hrabar,,
tn a ccmpetition for the academic position
of "Associate profe$sor,,
at Varna Free University ,'Chernorizets Hrabar,,
ln the competition for "associate pr*fessor",
announced in 5G

and on the website of the Konstantin
Preslavsky university of

na. t2/7?. a2. 7fr?1
shumen,,fsrthe needs of the

varna Free UnivErsity "chernorizets Hrabar"
as the only canoidate participates Mp
vesselin
Dimitrav Mifralev' I have been appointed
as a nrember af the scientific jury cf the
competition for the academic position
"Asssciate Professor" in / field of higher education
1
Pedagogical sciences, professional field
l.L Theury and management of education
{mfrnagement of educaticn), announced in sG no. Lzlr2.02.
2021 for the needs of varna
Free university "chernorizets Hrabar",
under order RD-r.6-046, from 08, 04. 202r. of
the
Rector of the Konstantin preslavsky University
of 5hurnen,,.
The candidate today Veselin Dimitrov Mihalev
has presented a set af materials on
paper and electronic media, which is
fully per the Regulations for the development of
the
academic staff and includes all the necessary
documents.
veselin Mihalev graduated fram vPl tslagoevgrad
Bachelor's Degree and st. cyril and
5t' Methodius ut'tiversityof Appfied Sciences
Degree)
{Mastels
in Education Management in
?CI15' ln 2010 he defended his dissertation
far oNS "Doctor,' in the scientific specialty
Hisiory of Pedagogy and Bulgarian education
and in 20i.7 he again defended a dissertation
for the degree of Doctor of science in Pedagogy
{Theory of [ducation and Didactics]. The
prcfessional path is impressive. He has
successively held varisus pasitions in the field
of
education and is currently a lecturer at vFU,
which testifies to the accumulated research
and teaching experience' The acquired
diverse scientific quarification and expert experience,
as evidenced by the public recognitions certified
with various certificates, participation in
projects, and development of programs
in the fie{d of pedagogy and Manage}.nent, give
grounds ta conclude that veselin Mihalev
has the necessary tn acquire the position of
"Associate Professor"' Theory and rnanagement
cf education {Management of education}.
starting with the presented materials I will note
that veselin Mihalev applies L habilitation
thesis' 3 rnonographs, 2 studies, and 15 articles
in academically recognized journals, ds
evidenced by the reviews and citations.
TN're presented re$earch is divided
into two thernatic areas - the first is related to the
managernent of educational instituticns, presented
by the habilitation work and articles and
studies' the second is related to the history
of education, which is presented by other
monographic studi*s and articles. I would like
to start by emphasizlng his r*s*arrh

comnritment and thematic comrnitment

to tfre issues related to the effective
impfementation and rnanagernent of the system
of delegated school budgets in the rontext
of decentralieation of school eduration. criticaf
analysis, which incf udes ttre develapment of
a budget management mndEl, finds its effectiveness
by tracking the positive effects on the
financial autonomy of the school institr.;tion,
optimizing financial resources, modernizing the
available base, stimulating work and professional
derilopment of teachers, The budgeting
proeess is traced in different dimensisns,
which reveals clearly defined responsibilities in
its
manageffient, as well as problem areas and
oppartunities to seek new management
solutians' I believe that the presented model paves
the way far the introductjan of many
innovations, activitie$, and programs to increase
the effectiveness of the learning process
and the well-being and health of students.

The second thematic area is related to the history of education
and presents indepth analyzes on schaol management at the regicnal level.
The research is of impressive
depth and critical consideration of the historical heritage
contained in the various archives
and documents. systematic research outlines stages in the development
of school
gsvernance in the context of historicai transitinns
and cultural and social crises and
influences' The status and the managerial functions af tne
regional governing bodies,
regulated in the first legislative acts related to the activity
of the Bulgarian school, are
traced' I would like ts note that these are the first in nature historical
and pedagogical
research, which thorcughly presents the goals, objectives,
main functions, and contributicns
of specialiaed and ncn-specialired institutions for managem€nt and support
of Greek
educational institutinns in the settlements of the North and
scuth Black sea during the
second half of the 1"9th century to the 1920s, PlacEd in
the context of historical research,
the presented research is a contributinn to the existing research
on Greek educational
institutions in settlements on the Bulgarian Black sea cuast,
focuslng on educational
practices and institutions for their managernent
and inffuence oder time. This research
complements knowledge on the history of education and identity
and outlines opportunities
fcr future research.
Scientific and applied research convincingly testify not only
to analytical but also to
teaching abilities. ,4large number of qualifications, as wellas
the long professional path of a
teacher, methodologist, director, expert, and lecturer at VFU,
open a creative biography,
which shows the commitment and experience of modern understanding
of the learning
process and search for original appraaches to presenting
curriculurn" which combines
thecretical knowledge and application in a practical context, and betrays
a commitment to
the problem of mativation to learn.
I fully accept afl the contributisn claims of Dp$. vesselin Mihalev, in his selfassessment' ldo not hav* any critical remarks an the scientific
level of the presented works.
I wpuld recommend it to DPS. vesselin Mihalev
to continue the topic of effective budgeting
in the dir*ction of creating new programs specific to the
specific educational institutian as
well as to comprehend and expand the possible uses of free time in
the schoofspace,
The dscurnents and materials submitted by DPS, vesselin Mihalev
categoricaily meets all
the requirements of tlie Law for the Development sf the Acade
mic staff in the Republic of
Bulgaria tzRASRBJ and the Regulations for implem*ntation of
ZRASRB.
The candidate in the campetition has presented the required number
cf scientific
papers, and they have original and serious scientific
and applied contributions, as a
representativ* part of tnern have been published in journals and
scientific journals with high
academic prestige. The main part of his production is directly
oriented to the theme of the
competition. The Ecientific and teaching qualifiration of DPS. Vesselin
Mihalev is undoubted.
After getting acquainted with the materials and scientific works presented
in the
competition and analysis sf the scientific, scientific-applied, and applied
contributions
contained in them, I find it justified to give my categorical positive
assessment and to
recommend to the Scientific Jury, DPS. Vesselin Mihalev to take
the academic pnsition of
"Associate Professor" in the professional field of Theary
and Management of Education
- ''
{Departnrent of Educationi, announced for the needs of VFU).
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